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Compressional Alfve ´n cross–field surface waves in inhomogeneous
dusty plasmas
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K. N. Ostrikov,b) and M. Y. Yu
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~Received 20 January 1999; accepted 18 March 1999!

Compressional Alfve´n surface waves in an inhomogeneous dusty plasma are studied. The
inhomogeneity is modeled by two distinct regions of dusty plasmas with different ion densities.
The stationary external magnetic field is along the interface between the two plasmas. The
dispersion properties of cross-field surface waves, impossible in dust-free plasmas, are obtained
for the constant dust charge case. The existence of the surface waves is due to an imbalance in
the electron and ion Hall currents in a dusty plasma. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1070-664X~99!00207-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Low-frequency magnetohydrodynamic waves play
important role in many physical processes in laboratory
space plasmas.1 In particular, Alfvén and magnetoacousti
waves are used for the heating of fusion plasmas,2 and have
been successfully invoked in theoretical models for vario
astrophysical phenomena such as solar and stellar winds
coronae, micropulsations in the Earth’s magnetosphere,3

It is well known that in regions with strong nonuniformity o
discontinuity localized compressional or shear Alfve´n sur-
face waves~SWs! can exist.4 The electromagnetic energy o
the SWs is confined to the regions where such nonunifor
ties exist.5

Stable discontinuous structures with sharp interfaces
be formed in dusty space and laboratory plasmas~planetary
rings, voids, etc.!.6–9 The dust grains are usually negative
charged due to electron attachment, and they can car
large proportion of the negative charge, and so affect
dispersion properties and damping of the Alfve´n SWs propa-
gating obliquely to the external magnetic field in su
structures.10–12 In this paper the special case of cross-fie
propagation of compressional Alfve´n SWs in highly struc-
tured dusty plasmas is studied. This case reveals some i
esting physics since the existence of transversely propaga
Alfvén SWs, impossible in dust-free plasmas,13 is caused by
the dust grains. As is shown in this paper, this becomes
sible because of the dust-induced imbalance of the elec

a!Electronic mail: S.Vladimirov@Physics.usyd.edu.au;
http://www.physics.usyd.edu.au/;vladimi

b!Permanent address: Kharkov State University and Scientific Centre
Physical Technologies, 2 Novgorodskaya #93, 310145 Kharkov, Ukra
electronic mail: ostrikov@tp1.ruhr-uni-bochum.de
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and ion Hall currents.14 This leads to the possibility of wave
field localization within the region of sharp discontinuit
and, hence, to the existence of pure surface wave soluti

II. WAVE EQUATIONS

The inhomogeneous dusty plasma structure is mode
by two regions of distinct particle~electrons, ions and dus
grains! densities with a planar interface between them ax
50. The region of SW field localization near the interface
of the order of the SW skin depth. It is usually small com
pared to the sizes of both plasma regions but much la
than that of the transition layer between the two plasm
Thus, we can treat the structure as two semi-infinite plasm
~regions 1 and 2 forx.0 andx,0, respectively! separated
by a sharp interface. The external magnetic fieldB0 is di-
rected along thez axis, which is in the plane of the interface
For simplicity, we shall consider cross-field~along they
axis! surface wave propagation.

The perturbations associated with the SWs are take
be in the formA(r ,t)5A(x)exp@i(kyy2vt)#, whereky is the
wave number andv is the eigenfrequency. We assume th
the frequency of the waves is below the ion cyclotron f
quency V i but significantly above the dust cyclotron fre
quencyVd , so the dust grains can be taken to be stationa

The dust grain size is assumed to be much smaller t
the Debye length and the intergrain distance, and the du
treated as a continuous stationary background of nega
charge. In the steady state, we haveeni02ene01qdnd050,
wherena0 is the steady-state number density of the spec
a5 i ,e,d for the ~singly ionized! ions, electrons and dus
grains, respectively. Here,qd5Zde is the ~negative! charge
of the dust grain, ande.0 is the magnitude of the electro
charge. The charge number on the grain,Zd , is assumed to

or
e;
6 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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 This a
be negative and constant, i.e., we neglect the effects of g
charging that have been of recent interest.15 The case of posi-
tively charged dust grains (Zd.0) is also briefly considered

The linearized equations for the wave motion are

¹3E52
]B

]t
, ~1!

¹3B5m0e~ni0vi2ne0ve!, ~2!

¹•E5
1

e0
e~ni2ne!, ~3!

mi

]vi

]t
5e~E1vi3B0!, ~4!

05E1ve3B0 , ~5!

]na

]t
1¹•~na0va!50, ~6!

wherene0 andni0 are the equilibrium electron and ion de
sities, ve , vi , ne , and ni are the electron and ion velocit
and density perturbations,E andB are the electric and mag
netic fields of the wave, respectively, and the subscripa
5e,i corresponds to electron or ion components. In~1!–~6!,
the electron inertia and displacement current are neglecte11

From ~1!–~6!, one can easily obtain forBz j , Ey j , and
Ex j the following equations:

]2Bz j

]x2
2k j

2Bz j50, ~7!

Ey j5
2 iVA j

vpi~ j !V is j
S ]Bz j

]x
1kyj j

V i

v
Bz jD , ~8!

Ex j52
i

ky

]Ey j

]x
2

v

kyVA j

V i

vpi~ j !
Bz j , ~9!

where

k j
25ky

22vV i
2s j /VA j

2 , ~10!

and VA j5cV i /vpi( j ) is the Alfvén velocity, vpi( j ) is the
ion plasma frequency,s j5v(12V i

2j j
2/v2)/(V i

22v2), j j

512d j (12v2/V i
2), and d j5ne0( j )/ni0( j ) is the propor-

tion of negative charge carried by electrons in the du
plasma. In the absence of dust,d j51. Here, j 51,2 corre-
sponds to the plasma layer considered.

III. SURFACE WAVE SOLUTIONS

We look for solutions of~7! in the form

Bz j5s jAj exp@~21! jk j x#, ~11!

Ey j5
2 iVA j

vpi~ j !V i
F ~21! jk j1ky

V i

v
j j GAj exp@~21! jk j x#,

~12!

which describe SW fields decaying in both regions aw
from the interface. Using the boundary conditionsEy1

5Ey2 andBz15Bz2 at the interfacex50, we obtain
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ni0~1!s1

ni0~2!s2
S k21ky

V i

v
j2D52k11ky

V i

v
j1 , ~13!

which together with~10! gives the dispersion relation of th
SWs.

We consider the case when the plasma is highly str
tured, i.e., when the densitiesnj 0 in both plasma regions
differ significantly from each other. Namely, forni0(2)
@ni0(1), Eq. ~13! reduces to

2k11kyV ij1 /v50. ~14!

Equating the squares of thek1’s from ~10! and ~14!, we
obtain

S 12
V i

2j1
2

v2 D S ky
22

v2V i
2

VA1
2 ~V i

22v2!
D 50. ~15!

The solutions of~15! yield the SW dispersion relations, pro
vided that the coefficientsk1 andk2 are real and positive.

Setting the first bracket of~15! to zero gives

v5V ij1 , ~16!

which leads to a solution

v5Vm5V i~12d1!/d1 , ~17!

k25F ky
22

V i
2~j1

22j2
2!

VA2
2 ~12j1

2!
G 1/2

, ~18!

and k15ky . This SW mode~mode 1! has the features1

50, i.e.,B50, andEyÞ0.
In the absence of dust (d151), the mode~17! vanishes.

If d15d2 , i.e., the proportion of electrons is the same in bo
regions, thenj15j2 and from ~18! it follows that k25ky .
The solution is then a valid SW solution with amplitud
decaying on both sides away from the interface. If, howev
j1.j2 , it follows from ~18! that there is a value ofky at
which k250 and the SW solution ceases to be valid. It is
interest to note thatVm is the cutoff frequency for the righ
hand circularly polarized wave propagating parallel to t
magnetic field in a uniform dusty plasma. Another appar
solution of ~16! is v5V i , however in this cases15(2d1

21)/V i , and~10! and ~14! cannot both be satisfied, so th
solution is extraneous.

A second solution of~15!, obtained by setting the secon
bracket to zero, is given byky5vV i /VA1(V i

22v2)1/2, or

v5V i

a

~11a2!1/2
, ~19!

wherek1 is given by~10! and we definea5kyVA1 /V i . The
inverse skin depths can be expressed as

k15kyj1~111/a2!1/2, ~20!

k25ky$12r 21@12j1
2~11a22!#%1/2, ~21!

where r 5ni0(1)/ni0(2). This mode~mode 2! has the fea-
ture Ey50 and BzÞ0. For the caseni0(2)@ni0(1), we
find that k2

2.0, and mode 2 can exist as a SW, only ifj1

.jc , where

jc5a/~11a2!1/2, ~22!
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which also defines a critical value fora, namely,

ac'
12d1

~2d121!1/2
, ~23!

such that mode 2 exists only ifa,ac . For smalla, we have
ac'j1 .

In the limit of zero density, i.e., a vacuum, in region
VA1→` formally, andk15ky from ~10!. Also a→`, and so
the SW must be in mode 1 with frequencyVm . This result
can be verified from the SW dispersion relation for obliq
propagation on a surface separating a dusty plasma a
vacuum, in the limitkz50.11 Thus mode 1 is associated wit
a very low density in region 1, and the existence of the S
in mode 2 depends on a non-zero density in region 1. T
care must be taken in assessing the validity of the ana
solutions~17! and ~19! for non-zeroni0(1). In fact, a nu-
merical solution of~13! for a range of small but nonvanish
ing values ofr reveals that only one SW mode exists for
given value ofa. For j1,jc @very low densityni0(1)], the
wave is in mode 1, while forj1.jc the wave is in mode 2
Figure 1 shows the SW frequency normalized toV i , and the
corresponding inverse skin depths normalized toky , as a
function of a, for r 50.01 andd150.85, 0.9 and 0.95. The
corresponding values ofj1 are'0.15, 0.1, and 0.05, respec
tively. We have assumed for simplicity thatd25d1 . For the
small values ofa considered here,jc'a. We note that the

FIG. 1. ~a! Normalized surface wave frequency for density ratior 50.01,
plotted against the normalized wave numbera5kyVA1 /V i . Solid curve for
d150.85, dotted curve ford150.9, dashed curve ford150.95. ~b! Corre-
sponding normalized inverse skin depth in the lower density plasma~c!
Corresponding normalized inverse skin depth in the higher density pla
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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wave is in mode 2 for smalla, with v given by ~19!, until
a'j1 . From~20! and~21!, the inverse skin depths for mod
2 are

k1'
kyj1

a
and k2'

kyj1

r 1/2a
~24!

for small a, in agreement with the numerical results. Fora
.j1 , the wave is in mode 1, with the asymptotic frequen
v'V ij1'Vm , andk1'k2'ky .

For a smaller density difference between the two pl
mas, the analytic solutions~17! and ~19! may no longer be
valid. However, numerical solutions~Fig. 2! for r 50.5 show
the same overall qualitative dispersion characteristics as
large-density-difference case of Fig. 1. The major differen
is that the frequency is reduced by roughly the density ra

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We emphasize that the SWs considered here, which
compressional waves propagating transverse to the mag
field, exist only in dusty plasmas and differ significant
from the usual obliquely propagating compressional and
netic Alfvén SWs. For low frequencies (v2!V i

2 , but still
satisfyingv@Vd), provided the density in region 1 is no
too low, the perpendicularly propagating surface wave is
mode 2, withv5kyVA1 and k15V i(12d1)/VA1 . In the
absence of dust (d151), this mode does not exist since th
wave field is not localized in region 2 (ac→0, and k2

2

,0). As the frequency increases, the resulting wave per
bations are in mode 1, with an upper limit frequencyVm

~17!, for low density in region 1. The existence of this mo
is also possible only in the dusty plasma. For a low density

a.

FIG. 2. As for Fig. 1, but withr 50.5.
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region 1, the limiting frequency can be of the order ofV i for
small d1 . Indeed, we note that for solution~17! to be valid,
the electron proportion in plasma 1 cannot become too sm
Otherwise, the frequency may become much larger thanV i

and the effects of electron inertia neglected in~1!–~6! may
come into play.

The conclusion on the impossibility of the existence
cross-field SWs in the dust-free case also follows from
analysis of SWs on a dust-free plasma-vacuum interface
a frequency range covering the ion cyclotron frequenc16

and also by settingkz50 in the dispersion relationv
5VAkz@(kz

212ky
2)/(kz

21ky
2)#1/2 for surface waves in the

low-frequency (v!V i) dust-free case.17 The presence o
dust makes the localization of the field in region 2 possi
(k2

2.0) and, as will be shown below, improves the fie
localization in the more rarefied region 1 by strongly affe
ing the skin depth~20!. However, the frequency~19! and,
hence, the phase velocity of the SWs at low frequency~mode
2! are dust density independent.

Furthermore, we see from~14! that for cross-field propa
gation of SWs in a plasma with negatively charged d
grains, only solutions with positive wavenumberky can ex-
ist. That is, SWs can only propagate across the external m
netic field in the positivey direction. We can also conside
positively charged dust grains (Zd.0 and d.1), such as
may occur in a plasma with strong radiative photoionizat
of the grains. In that case, the same SW solutions are fo
as for the negatively charged grains of the sameuZdu, and for
the sameukyu, but for ky,0. This reflects the nonreciproca
nature of waves in dusty magnetized plasmas, i.e., the
persion characteristics of the forward and backward pro
gating waves differ from each other, with negative~positive!
dust introducing a cutoff in the right~left! hand polarized
wave.11,12 In fact, for SWs propagating at an angle to t
external magnetic field, nonreciprocity is strongest for
case considered here, namely, withk'B0 . On the other
hand, low frequency Alfve´n SWs in a dust-free plasma4

which propagate obliquely toB0 , are bidirectional. Ion cy-
clotron effects in a dust-free plasma also introdu
nonreciprocity.10,16

We have found that the presence of dust not only le
to the possibility of field localization in region 2, but als
essentially improves its localization in region 1. In the du
free case, the skin depthk1

21 is much greater than the wave
length, so that the perturbation fields cannot be localize
the interface in region 1. Physically, this occurs because
magnetic field-induced gyrotropy of the medium, and
analogous to the problem of SWs in the Voigt geometry13

Plasma gyrotropy is governed by the ratioexy /exx ~for the
present geometry!, whereexx andi exy are components of the
dielectric tensor of the magnetoplasma.18 In this case, we
have11

exy

exx
5

v

V i
1

V i~12d1!

v
. ~25!

In the absence of dust (d151), for low frequencies, we hav
exy→0 because the electron and ion Hall currents are eq
for v!V i .4 Sincek1 /ky5exy /exx , the waves are not local
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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ized. In the presence of charged dust, which can accoun
a significant part of the negative charge of the plasmad1

,1), the mismatch of the electron and ion number densi
leads to a difference in their respective Hall currents.14 In
this case,exy is finite and the ratioexy /exx becomes signifi-
cant forv!V i . The skin depth is thus reduced, i.e., the du
particles lead to an improved localization of the electrom
netic field near the interface, as is apparent from the inve
skin depths shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The reduction of the S
skin depth in plasma 1 due to the dust is characterized by
factor g5V i

2j1 /v2, which can be large for low frequencie
(v2!V i

2). Similar improved localization occurs fo
impurity-containing or non-neutral plasmas.

An interesting physical feature of oblique Alfve´n SWs is
that of local Alfvén resonance.11,14 To briefly discuss this
problem, we refine the sharp boundary model by insertin
transition layer 2a,x,a in which n0i5n0i(x), where
n0i(x) is a suitable density profile. The condition for loc
Alfvén resonance is that thex component of the wave num
ber goes tò , and the SW energy is converted into the she
Alfvén wave. We see that since~10! does not contain sigu
larities, this cannot occur for perpendicular propagati
Moreover, the shear Alfve´n wave does not exist ifkz50.4

Thus the compressional Alfve´n surface wave discussed he
can propagate undamped by local Alfve´n resonant absorp
tion.

To conclude, we have found that the existence of lo
frequency compressional Alfve´n cross-field flute-like SWs is
possible only in the presence of charged dust partic
Therefore, the detection of such low-frequency waves
highly structured inhomogeneous plasmas can imply
presence of charged dust. The SW properties investig
here can be used for the diagnostics of dusty plasmas.
example, the SW field structure and dispersion properties
be used to determine the dust density. On the other h
since dust grains and sharp interfaces occur in many sp
and laboratory plasmas, study of the low-frequency SWs
be useful in understanding the formation, evolution, a
physical properties of the plasma structures.
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